The series of workshops on Computational Models of Natural Argument is continuing to attract high quality submissions from researchers around the world. CMNA 2001 was held at ICCS in San Francisco, CMNA 2002 was held at ECAI in Lyon, and in 2003 CMNA was held at IJCAI in Acapulco.
Methods to better convey the structure of complex argument, including representation and summarisation.
Natural argumentation and media: visual arguments, multi-modal arguments, spoken arguments.
Evaluative arguments and their application in AI systems (such as decision support and advice giving).
Non-monotonic, defeasible and uncertain argumentation.
Computer supported collaborative argumentation.
Computer supported teaching of argumentation and critical thinking skills Tools for interacting with structures of argument, include visualisation tools and interfaces supporting natural, stylised or formal dialogue
The building of computational resources such as online corpora related to argumentation
Submission Instructions
The editors would like to encourage submissions in two categories:
Long papers, either reporting on completed work or offering a polemic discussion on a burning issue (up to a maximum of 20 typeset pages) Short papers describing late break results or offering concise reports (up to a maximum of 5 typeset pages) Overview. The International Journal of Intelligent Systems is devoted to the systematic development of the theory necessary for the construction of intelligent systems. Editorials include research papers, tutorial reviews, and short communications on theoretical as well as developmental issues. This journal presents peer-reviewed work in such areas as: examination, analysis, creation and application of expert systems; symbolic and quantitative approaches to knowledge representation; management of uncertainty; man-computer interactions and the use of language; and machine learning, information retrieval, and neural networks. Readership includes computer scientists, engineers, cognitive scientists, knowledge engineers, logicians, and information scientists.
Aims and Scope. The International Journal of Intelligent Systems serves as a forum for individuals interested in tapping into the vast theories based on intelligent systems construction. With its peer-reviewed format, the journal explores several fascinating editorials written by today's experts in the field. Because new developments are being introduced each day, there's much to be learned --examination, analysis creation, information retrieval, man-computer interactions, and more. The International Journal of Intelligent Systems uses charts and illustrations to demonstrate these ground-breaking issues, and encourages readers to share their thoughts and experiences.
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